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LT


Paveikslų serija “Sielos Gyvūnai”, tai abstrakčios, bet išraiškingą pavidalą įgavusios geometrinės formos 
bei grafikos elementai, kurių aštrios linijos dalinasi erdvę su laisvais rankos mostais taip sukurdami 
balansą ir gyvastį. 
Pagrindinė serijos tema - išlaisvinta pasąmonė ir vidaus reflekcija. 


Kiekvienas darbas unikalus, tačiau dalinasi tuo pačiu konceptu, kaip ir konkursui teikiamas darbas „I ate 
myself for breakfast“. 


Didžiausia siekiamybė - nebylaus ryšio, kontakto su kūriniu užmezgimas. 
Kartais, užtenka vieno gilaus nepažįstamo žmogaus žvilgsnio, kad tai paliestų mūsų emocijas. Blogas, o 
gal nuostabias, bet priverstų mus jausti. 
Net neabejoju, kad paveikslas gali tą patį. 


Noriu įdėti abstrakciją į rėmą ir tą rėmą nubraižyti kaip įmanoma abstrakčiau. Noriu, kad žiūrovas 
pasimestu rėme ir rastų kelią abstrakcijoje. Noriu, kad rėmas tebūtų abstrakcija įrėminta abstrakčiame 
rėme. 


EN


The series "Spiritual Animals" are spontaneous, abstract but expressive geometric shapes and graphic 
elements, whose sharp lines share space with free hand gestures, thus creating balance and life. 
The main theme of the series is the freed subconscious and internal reflection. 


Every piece is unique while sharing the same concept as the main Artwork submitted to the competition 
“I ate myself for breakfast”. 


The biggest aspiration is to establish a silent connection and contact with the artwork. Sometimes, one 
deep look from a stranger is enough to touch our emotions. Bad, or maybe great, but it makes us feel 
something. 
I have no doubt that the painting can do the same. 


https://www.instagram.com/bgtbrr/


I want to put an abstraction in a frame and draw that frame as abstractly as possible. I want the viewer 
to get lost in the frame and find their way in abstraction. I want the frame to be an abstraction framed 
within an abstract frame. 


Creative biography


When I was seven, I started taking graphic drawing classes at the Mykolas Žilinskas Art Gallery in 
Kaunas. This over the years formed the foundations of my style and is reflected in my work to this day. 
Later, I was introduced to fine art and academic drawing by the professor and watercolor master 
Česlovas Banys. His precise work, techniques, and subtle insights made me love and understand what I 
do. I think that it was his contribution that encouraged my further journey in creativity. 


A little later, I started working independently and experimenting with different styles, techniques, and 
colors to find my real identity. 


Since 2016, I have continued my journey by traveling around the world. For some time I have lived in 
Spain, France and United Arab Emirates. 
UAE where I spent almost six years was the country where most experimentations took place and my 
creative identity emerged. 


I realized, I always come back to bright colors, geometry, graphic elements and spontaneity and this 
works the best and is the closest to me. 
I started working on large-scale acrylic paintings which was the beginning of series „Spiritual Animals“. 


This summer, I decided to change the direction of my journey and return to Lithuania, where I will 
continue my work. I am currently a resident of the Užupis Arts Incubator. 
Also, I'm experimenting more and more with digital art. I create minimalist, sometimes somewhat surreal 
illustrations. 


Here I am trying not to limit myself and watch the results emerge. 
After the first touches, I realized how limitless digital possibilities are. This encouraged me to look further 
and this year, I will start studying animation at the Vilnius Academy of Arts. 
I believe it will add a nice twist to creativity and provide an opportunity to expand its boundaries. 


